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ABSTRACT
This technical report investigates post-processing techniques for high-contrast imaging in
the context of WFIRST-AFTA. It represents the deliverable of the Milestone # 1 of the postprocessing effort led by JPL deﬁned as follows: ”Provide interim evaluation of existing postprocessing algorithms performance against simulated multi-wavelength data. Quantify the
contrast gain expected from post-processing, as a function of angular separation”.
In order to gain insight into post-processing performance at very-high contrast, we studied
three techniques of PSF subtraction on simulated temporal and multi-spectral data to evaluate
their performances in term of contrast gain as a function of angular separation: the classical
PSF subtraction, the Karhunen-Loève Image Projection (KLIP) and the classical spectral deconvolution (SD) techniques. This work quantiﬁes the relative contrast gain provided by postprocessing under various assumptions for spacecraft+telescope+instrument thermal models
and observing scenarios. It is by no means a reﬂection upon the validity of these models in
terms of absolute contrast.
We found that the performances of PSF subtraction techniques depends on the stability
and the amount of the aberrations. In a case where the aberrations are quite stable, the classical PSF subtraction and KLIP techniques lead to similar levels of contrasts. But if the temporal
stability of aberrations decreases or the amount of aberrations increases, KLIP enables a better detection than the classical PSF subtraction. KLIP is therefore more robust than the classical PSF subtraction. We quantify the contrast gain expected from post-processing as a function
of angular separation for each analysed data set. We also found that the classical spectral deconvolution technique is useless as is to reduce multi-spectral data in the context of WFIRSTAFTA: it is not possible to disentangle a planet signal from the speckles because the model of
the speckles also ﬁts the planet.

INTRODUCTION
HIGH-CONTRAST IMAGING WITH THE WFIRST-AFTA CORONAGRAPH
Direct imaging of exoplanets is a highly challenging technique as it requires to reach extreme
values of contrast between the ﬂux of a planet and its host star. For the WFIRST-AFTA coronagraph the contrast requirement is 10−9 [1]. It is planned to reach contrasts of about 10−8 ,
using state-of-the-art starlight suppression and wavefront control techniques. As part of the
star-light suppression, two different kind of coronagraphs have been selected for the mission:
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a shaped-pupil coronagraph (SPC), which is based on an optimal binary apodizer [2, 3, 4] and a
hybrid lyot coronagraph (HLC) [5, 6]. In this report, we reduce and analyze data sets simulated
with these two coronagraphs [7]. A system of two deformable mirrors (DMs) is used to control the wavefront upstream of the coronagraph to correct the wavefront in real time, creating
the characteristic dark-holes in the focal plane with the help of an Electric Field Conjugation
(EFC) algorithm [8]. A Low Order WaveFront Sensing and Control LOWFSC subsystem uses
the starlight that is rejected by the coronagraph to measure low-order aberrations caused by
the pointing jitter of the telescope or thermal variations [9]. Finally, a ten-fold contrast improvement to reach the required contrast of 10−9 to image and characterize reﬂected-light
gas giants with WFIRST-AFTA is expected to come from post-processing. But the methods
of point spread function (PSF) subtraction techniques currently used on both ground-based
and space-based instruments have not yet been demonstrated at such high contrast level. The
goal of this document is to report our investigation about post-processing techniques on highcontrast multi-spectral data with synthetic planets.

OBSERVING STRATEGIES WITH WFIRST-AFTA AND ASSOCIATED PSF SUBTRACTION TECHNIQUES
Depending on the observation strategy, different PSF subtraction techniques can be used to
reduce high-contrast imaging data. In the case of WFIRST-AFTA, an example observing scenario requiring the consecutive observation of three different stars has been designed: a bright
star is targeted (beta Uma (A1IV, V=2.37)) for the dark hole generation; it is then the science
target’s turn (47 Uma (G1V, V=5.04)) to be observed; ﬁnally a calibration star (61 Uma (G8V,
V=5.34)) is observed as a reference PSF. With such an observation strategy, also called reference star differential imaging (RDI) [10], we can think about using two different kinds of data
reduction methods.
The classical PSF subtraction can be seen as one of the simplest methods of post-processing
used to subtract the highly problematic speckles from a high-contrast image. This technique
consists of imaging a reference image to calibrate the PSF in the focal plane and subtracting it
from the image of the target star. This technique has been used extensively to detect disks in
direct imaging. Very simple to implement, we apply it systematically as a reference method in
this report.
The Locally Optimized Combination of Images (LOCI) [11] algorithm and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method [12, 13], also based on RDI, perform linear combinations of
a library of reference PSFs. These methods produce similar results in terms of PSF subtraction [12]. Moreover, with the PCA method, which is also called KLIP for Karhunen-Loève Image Projection, one knows how to alleviate the biases in the astrometry and photometry which
are usually associated with LOCI-based PSF subtractions schemes [12]. For this reason, we
choose to focus on applying KLIP to reduce the data in this report. The KLIP method decomWFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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poses in principal components a library of PSFs free of astrophysical signal. The science target
is then projected into those principal components to create a synthetic reference, which is subtracted from the target. This method has been implemented to process images of NICMOS and
WFC3 data of the HR8799 planetary system [12, 14]. It is currently implemented in the ALICE
pipeline, which will reprocess the HST-NICMOS archive [15, 16] as well as the post-processing
method for ground-based instrument images such as P1640 [17], GPI [18], SPHERE [19] and
NaCo [20]. The ﬁrst part of this report focuses on the techniques using RDI.
We can also think about using the spectral diversity offered by the integral ﬁeld spectrograph (IFS) of WFIRST-AFTA. In the second part of this report, we particularly study the ”socalled” Spectral Deconvolution (SD) technique. This method, which takes advantage of the
chromatic behavior of the coronagraphic PSF to disentangle the signal of a planet from the
speckles, has been applied successfully for different simulated and real images in different contexts. Sparks and Ford introduced and validated the concept on simulated data [21]. Thatte et
al. applied the method to real ground-based AO-assisted IFS data sets from the SINFONI instrument [22] on the Very Large Telescope (VLT). The spectral deconvolution technique is currently used as a baseline for spectrum extraction in the SPHERE instrument pipeline [23] and
some studies focus on further developments in the context of the future planet imager for the
European-Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) [24, 25].

WFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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I

REFERENCE DIVERSITY

In this ﬁrst part, we focus on exploiting the reference diversity enabled by the observing scenario described in the introduction, applying the classical PSF subtraction and the KLIP techniques on data sets received from JPL for two different observing scenarios (OS): OS1 and
OS3. The ﬁrst observing scenario assumes a geosynchronous orbit with thermal models corresponding to the coronagraph design for the cycle 4. The observing scenario 3 assumes the
same geosynchronous orbit as for OS1 but without the Earth effects. It corresponds to the
coronagraph design for the cycle 6 and thus simulates different thermal effects from OS1. Two
different data sets are provided for this observing scenario, simulating images with and without the LOWFC system. In section 1, we ﬁrst describe the broadband OS1 time series data
simulated with a Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph (HLC) before reducing and analysing them. In section 2, we perform a statistical analysis of the raw data sets, in an attempt to better understand
our observations. In section 3, we describe, reduce and analyze the broadband OS1 time series data simulated with a Shaped Pupil Coronagraph (SPC). Finally in section 4, we perform
the same steps for the broadband OS3 time series data simulated with a Hybrid BandLimited
Coronagraph (HBLC).

1

HLC OS1 TIME SERIES

This section covers our analysis of the simulated broadband HLC OS1 time series. We assess
the applicability of the KLIP algorithm and compare its performance with the classical PSF subtraction on temporal data simulated with an HLC coronagraph for the observing scenario OS1.
We also quantify how robust these methods are to increasing amounts of coma. We ﬁrst describe the simulated data that STScI received from JPL in the sub-section 1.1, before reducing
and analysing them in the sub-section 1.2. Sub-sub-section 1.2.1 focuses on the ﬁrst set of data
that we received (also called ”initial distribution” in this report), whereas sub-sub-section 1.2.2
focuses on the second one with different amounts of coma.
1.1
1.1.1

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATIONS
INITIAL DISTRIBUTION

A set of images was generated by John Krist for the WFIRST-AFTA OS1 observing scenario
using the hybrid lyot coronagraph HLC 20140623-139 (10% bandpass, 550 nm, r = 2.6 λ/D
spot, IWA ≈ 3 λ/D, OWA = 10.5). Two sets of images were simulated: 47 Uma as science target
and beta Uma for the dark hole generation. The wavefront was optimized simultaneously for
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the X and Y polarizations.
OS1 time series - John Krist, JPL - 23 October 2014
Noiseless data
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
Noisy data
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts
OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts
OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts

.
1.1.2

COMA DISTRIBUTION

We received additional ﬁles as part of the OS1 time series distribution for the WFIRST-AFTA
HLC OS1.0 scenario. They are noiseless data in the X polarization channel with the wavefront
optimized for that channel.
OS1.0 time series with different amounts of coma - John Krist, JPL - 3 Feb 2015
beta and 47 Uma OS1.0 sequences with the default aberrations (1x coma plus the other aberrations) to
go along with the previous distribution). 47 Uma sequences provided with and without planets:
OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless_no_planets.ﬁts
47 Uma OS1.0 sequence with planets, without noise, and having 2x or 4x the default amount of coma
(other aberrations unaltered):
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_coma2x_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_coma4x_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_coma2x_sequence_noiseless_no_planets.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_coma4x_sequence_noiseless_no_planets.ﬁts
Beta Uma OS1.0 sequence (bright star for dark hole acquisition, no planets), without noise, and having
2x or 4x the default amount of coma (other aberrations unaltered):
OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_coma2x_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_coma4x_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts

.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the reduction steps with KLIP

1.2

POST-PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

1.2.1

OS1 TIME SERIES, INITIAL DISTRIBUTION

Post-processing. Before reducing the data with KLIP, we collapse the science data cubes (47
Uma) for the polarizations X and Y to obtain two long exposure raw images (the collapsed science target in the polarization X and the collapsed science target in the polarization Y). We
then take the sum of these two images to form what we call the collapsed science target. The
KLIP library is then built using the reference PSF data cubes in the polarization X and Y. These
two cubes are co-added before being decomposed in principal components through the KLIP
algorithm. This reduction process is illustrated in ﬁgure 1.
The ﬁgure 2 shows the results of the reductions for noiseless and noisy data. We represented on the same dynamic the long exposure raw science data cube (all slices collapsed), the
classical PSF subtraction reduction and the KLIP reduction with 4 and 88 modes.
Analysis. The two techniques show a relatively good PSF subtraction compared to the raw
image for both noiseless and noisy cases. Four planet candidates can be identiﬁed with numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 (cf. Figure 3). For the noiseless data set, two planets were detected with the
two methods (candidates #1 and #2). One candidate (candidate #3) was discarded because of
its position being too close to the star. It has not been possible to conclude for the another
candidate (candidate #4) with either one or the other technique. Quantitative metrics for deWFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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HLC OS1 - Initial distribution
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub.

KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/88 modes

(a) Noiseless data
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub.

KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/88 modes

(b) Noisy data
Figure 2: HLC OS1 time series - Initial distribution. Comparison of the raw data and three different reductions.
Top: (a) noiseless data. Bottom: (b) noisy data. From left to right with same dynamic range: raw image (long exposure), image processed with classical PSF subtraction, image processed with KLIP 4 modes and image processed
with KLIP 88 modes. The two techniques show a relatively good and similar PSF subtraction compared to the raw
image.

tection will be developed further into the project (cf. section 7).
If we have a closer look at the noisy case on the bottom of the ﬁgure 2, there seems to be no
difference between the three reductions. Without any surprise, the detection is more difﬁcult
in the noisy case. We can still identify two planet candidates (candidates #1 and #2) but the
candidate #3 is not longer detectable.
We represent the contrast gain as a function of separation for the different reductions in
the ﬁgures 4 and 5 for the noiseless and noisy data respectively. These curves do not take into
account the throughput of KLIP. The contrast gains with KLIP are therefore a little bit optimistic here.
Other studies have also been done by us in the context of this particular data set. For the
sake of clarity, we only report the studies that are the most relevant to quantify the contrast
gain expected from post-processing. Two other studies are reported in appendix 10 and 11.
To conclude on this data set, the contrast improvements are quite similar in the different
reductions with both KLIP and the classical PSF subtraction. The thermal model in OS1 seems
to lead to a very stable wavefront and under these very stable conditions, we could think about
using both reduction strategies, i.e. classical PSF subtraction as well as KLIP. In the case of noisy
data the differences between the two reduction methods are even smaller than in the case of
noiseless data set. We further address the issue of KLIP performance with respect to classical
WFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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PSF subtraction for this particular set of data in section 2.
HLC OS1 - Initial distribution
Classical PSF Sub.

1
4
3
2

Figure 3: HLC OS1 time series - Initial distribution. Planet candidates identiﬁed in the classical PSF reduction for
the noiseless case. The planet candidates #1 and #2 are well detected. The current analysis of this data set does
not enable to conﬁrm the presence of a third or fourth planet.

1.2.2

OS1 TIME SERIES WITH DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF COMA

Before reducing the data with KLIP for the case with different amounts of coma, we perform
exactly the same preparatory processing of the data as for the initial distribution (cf. section 1.2
and Figure 1), except that we have only the X polarization for this data set.
By reducing both initial and coma distributions, we noticed a difference in the results. Indeed, the raw contrast is better in the coma distribution. While the thermal model is the same
in the two distributions, the wavefront control strategy with respect to the polarization is different (see the associated reduction results and detailed discussion in appendix 12). This leads
to the identiﬁcation of the planet candidate 4b instead of 4 in the initial distribution (cf. Figure 7).
We compare in the ﬁgure 6 the reduction results for different amounts of coma. The classical PSF subtraction reduction, as well as the KLIP reduction with 4 and 88 modes show a relatively good PSF subtraction compared to the raw image for the different amount of coma. But
on the contrary to the case with the reference amount of coma, KLIP with 88 modes does a
better job as cleaning the residual speckles when the amount coma is higher. The case of coma
multiplied by 4 is the more explicit as the KLIP reduction with 88 is the only one which enables
the detection of the two same candidates identiﬁed previously (candidates #1 and #2).
We represent the contrast gain as a function of separation for the different reductions in
the ﬁgure 8. These curves do not take into account the throughput of KLIP. The contrast gains
with KLIP is therefore a little bit optimistic here. The gain with KLIP increases when the amount
of coma increases contrary to the gain with the classical PSF subtraction, which decreases
when the amount of coma increases.
WFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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HLC OS1 Time Series - Noisy data

Contrast Gain

8

6

Raw data
Classical PSF Sub.

4

KLIP with 4 modes
2

0
2

KLIP with 88 modes
IWA
4
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8

10

Separation HΛDL

Figure 4: HLC OS1 time series - Initial distribution. Contrast gain as a function of separation for noiseless data.
These curves do not take into account the throughput of KLIP. The three reductions show similar contrast gains.
HLC OS1 Time Series - Noisy data
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Raw data
Classical PSF Sub.

4

KLIP with 4 modes
2

0
2

KLIP with 88 modes
IWA
4

6

8

10

Separation HΛDL

Figure 5: HLC OS1 time series - Initial distribution. Contrast gain as a function of separation for noisy data. These
curves do not take into account the throughput of KLIP. The three reductions show similar contrast gains.

To conclude on this data set, KLIP performs better than the classical PSF subtraction with
higher levels of coma, enabling to detect the candidates #1 and #2 even with an amount of
coma multiplied by 4. The contrast gain is better with KLIP (multiplied by 3 with respect to the
classical PSF subtraction for coma x4 with 88 KLIP modes). Even though the thermal model
used for the simulations is the same as for the initial distribution, the classical PSF subtraction
is more sensitive than KLIP to bigger amounts of aberrations. More conclusions about this data
set can be found in section 2.

2

CORRELATION STUDY FOR BOTH WFIRST-AFTA-LIKE SIMULATED DATA
AND HST DATA

The post-processing results of the OS1 data showed that KLIP does not perform better than
the classical PSF subtraction. In this section we perform a statistical analysis of the OS1 raw
WFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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HLC OS1 - Coma distribution
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub.

KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/88 modes

(a) Coma x1
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub.

KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/88 modes

(b) Coma x2
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub.

KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/88 modes

(c) Coma x4
Figure 6: HLC OS1 time series - Coma distribution. Comparison of the raw data and three different reductions for
different amounts of coma. Top: (a) coma x1 (reference amount). Middle: (b) coma x2. Bottom: (c) coma x4. From
left to right with same dynamic range: raw image (long exposure), image processed with classical PSF subtraction,
image processed with KLIP 4 modes and image processed with KLIP 88 modes. Whereas the two techniques show
a relatively good and similar PSF subtraction compared to the raw image for the reference amount of coma (coma
x1), KLIP with 88 modes performs better than the classical PSF subtraction when the amount of coma increases.

data as well as some HST-NICMOS data for which KLIP gives better results than the classical
PSF subtraction to investigate the reasons of this unusual observation.
2.1

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONS

We computed the cross-correlations of the ﬁrst slice of the 47 Uma (target) data cube with
each slice of the beta Uma (reference) data cube of the OS1 time series (cf. sub-section 1.1 for
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HLC OS1 - Coma distribution
Classical PSF Sub.

1
4b
3
2

Figure 7: HLC OS1 time series - Coma distribution. Planet candidates identiﬁed in the coma distribution in the
classical PSF reduction for the noiseless case. The planet candidates #1 and #2 are well detected. The current
analysis of this data set does not enable to conﬁrm the presence of a third or fourth planet.

a description of the simulations).
[
]
i
¯i [I (x, y) − I¯ ]
I
(x,
y)
−
I
∑
2
2
1
1
1
Ci =
,
N x,y
σI1i σI2

(1)

with I1i is the i-th of the reference data cube, I2 is the ﬁrst image of the target data cube, N
is the total number of pixels in the images, σI1i and σI2 are respectively the standard deviation
of the images I1i and I2 . We plot the evolution of the correlation with respect to the number
of the beta Uma slice for the intial (Figure 9) and the coma (Figure 11) distribution. Because
each slice of the reference cube corresponds to the successive times at which the images were
taken, the evolution of the correlation with the number i of the reference cube slice can also be
seen as an evolution of the correlation with time. The plot shows that the correlation increases
with time. This suggests that the test case simulates a reference data cube acquisition during
a phase when the telescope is not stabilized. The corresponding histograms in the ﬁgures 10
and 12 shows the associated statistics.
We computed the same correlations for the HST-NICMOS data as for the OS1 case. The
evolution of the correlation with time during reference acquisition is quite different from what
we observe for the OS1 simulations. It corresponds clearly to a phase when the telescope is
stabilized.
2.2

DISCUSSION

In section 1, we saw that the contrast improvements were similar with the KLIP and classical
PSF subtraction techniques for the HLC OS1 time series data set. We made the same observation for both noiseless and noisy data, but the analysis conducted in this section shows that
it is not for the same reason. In the case of noiseless data, the ﬁgure 9 shows a small increase
WFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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HLC OS1 Time Series - Noiseless data
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HLC OS1 Time Series - Noiseless data
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Figure 8: HLC time series - Coma distribution. Contrast gain as a function of separation for different amount of
coma. These curves do not take into account the throughput of KLIP. The three reductions show similar contrast
gains for the reference amount of coma (coma x1). KLIP with 88 modes shows a better contrat gain than the other
reductions when the level of coma increases.

of the cross-correlations with time, indicating that the telescope was not stabilized during the
acquisition of the reference star images. But the wavefront is sufﬁciently stable that it does
not enable a real gain with KLIP compared to the classical PSF subtraction, On the contrary,
in the case of noisy data, the cross-correlation values vary around a quite small value without
WFIRST-AFTA Coronagraphic Technology
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Figure 9: HLC OS1 time series - Initial distribution. Correlation of 47Uma_Slice1 with each slice of betaUma:
[left] (a) noiseless data and [right] (b) noisy data.
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Figure 10: HLC OS1 time series - Initial distribution. Correlation of 47Uma_Slice1 with each slice of betaUma:
[left] (a) noiseless data and [right] (b) noisy data.
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Figure 11: HLC OS1 time series - Coma distribution. Correlation of 47Uma_Slice1 with each slice of betaUma for
different levels of coma: [left] (a) coma x1 (reference amount), [middle] (b) coma x2 and [right] (c) coma x4. These
data are noiseless.
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Figure 12: HLC OS1 time series- Coma distribution. Correlation of 47Uma_Slice1 with each slice of betaUma for
different levels of coma: [left] (a) coma x1 (reference amount), [middle] (b) coma x2 and [right] (c) coma x4.

Figure 13: HST-NICMOS data. Data used for the correlation computation in the HST-NICMOS case. [Left] First
slice of the target cube, [right] ﬁrst slice of the reference cube.
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Figure 14: HST-NICMOS data. Results of correlation computations. [Left] Evolution of the correlation with time,
during reference acquisition, [right] histogram of the correlations during reference acquisition.
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increasing with time, indicating that the telescope is stabilized. But there is only enough photons in the image to really capture the ﬁrst few KLIP modes, the higher order KLIP modes are
photon noise limited.
We compare these results to the evolution of cross-correlation with time in the case of HST
data (cf. Figure 14). The cross-correlation values vary around a quite high mean without increasing or decreasing with time, indicating that the telescope is stabilized. Only a few values
are quite small and indicate very low-correlated data that can be easily eliminated from the reduction process. What differs from the noiseless case of the HLC OS1 data set is that the crosscorrelation values follow a Gaussian distribution for the HST data while they follow a more uniform distribution in the case of HLC OS1 data. On the contrary, the cross-correlations values
for the noisy HLC OS1 data set is closer to a Gaussian distribution, thus closer to the statistics
of the HST data. But the cross-correlation values are quite small. These results give insight
into which reduction method should be used, depending on the data statistics. If the crosscorrelation values are quite high, one should use the classical PSF subtraction; if not, then one
should use KLIP instead.
This is what we can observe for the coma distribution in ﬁgures 11 and 12. Increasing the
amount of coma increases the decorrelation between the data and the reference. Associated
with high values of cross-correlations, this could explain why KLIP performs slightly better
than the classical PSF subtraction in the cases with bigger amounts of coma.
Our interpretation is that the KLIP performance with respect to those of the classical PSF
subtraction depends on the stability and statistics of the data noise distribution. The thermal
model used to simulate the data may be one of the key factors in this process. More recent
thermal models (OS2-3-4) might feature updated noise statistics. The preliminary results that
we obtained on the OS3 time series simulated with a different model from OS1 (cf. section 4)
seems to conﬁrm this interpretation. Moreover, the amount of data provided for the OS3 time
series is not sufﬁcient yet to be completely conﬁdent about this statement. The conﬁrmation
of the interpretation will be part of a future task (cf. section 7), as soon as we receive enough
data to perform a good statistical analysis.

3

SCP OS1 TIME SERIES

This section covers our analysis of the broadband SPC OS1 time series simulated with a shapedpupil coronagraph (SPC). We assess the applicability of the KLIP algorithm and compare its
performance with the classical PSF subtraction on temporal data simulated with a SPC coronagraph for the observing scenario OS1. We ﬁrst describe the simulated data that STScI received
from JPL in sub-section 3.1, before reducing and analysing them in section 3.2.
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3.1

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATIONS

A set of images were generated for the WFIRST-AFTA OS1 observing scenario using the shaped
pupil coronagraph at 18 wavelengths over the 728 - 872 nm wavelength range. The images represent 250 sec integrations per timestep on Beta UMa and 47 UMa. Model spectra (A0V for
Beta UMa, G0V for 47 UMa) were integrated over the sub-bands to weight the image at each
wavelength. The image sampling is 0.35 λ/D @ 0.8 µm. The input aberrations are the same
as those used in the previous HLC OS1 simulations - tip, tilt, and focus are considered to have
been perfectly corrected. These images are noiseless. The coronagraph consisted of a shaped
pupil mask in a pupil plane after the deformable mirrors. At the intermediate focal plane a bowtie-shaped mask was applied; this had inner and outer radii of 2.5 and 9 λ/D @ 0.8 µm and an
opening angle of 65 degrees. At a subsequent pupil plane a Lyot stop was applied, which consisted of a circular annular aperture. The dark hole was optimized for X+Y polarizations (the
IFS is not polarization ﬁltered, unlike the imaging channel). Images were generated separately
for the X and Y polarizations and then combined.
OS1 time series with the shaped pupil coronagraph - John Krist (JPL) - 5 March 2015
Target and reference:
OS1.0_beta_Uma_SPC_XYPOL_IFS_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS1.0_47_Uma_SPC_XYPOL_IFS_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
Other ﬁles:
3-D array (63,63,22) with the star offset by 22 different X,Y offsets from the center of the ﬁeld (the offsets are in ﬁeld_offsets.ﬁts). Offsets are only in one-quarter of the ﬁeld (ﬂip and rotate as needed for the
PSF in another quadrant). These are monochromatic PSFs @ 0.8 µm:
ﬁeld_psfs.ﬁts
2-D array (2,22) containing the X (1st column) and Y (2nd column) offsets of the star in the corresponding ﬁeld_psf.ﬁts array. The offsets are in lambda/D units @ 0.8 µm.
ﬁeld_offsets.ﬁts
2-D array (63,63) containing the focal plane mask sampled at the resolution of the ﬁnal image (0.35

.

lambda/D @ 0.8 µm). focal_plane_mask.ﬁts

3.2

PRELIMINARY RESULTS USING ONLY ONE WAVELENGTH OF THE DATA SET

Before reducing the data with KLIP, we collapse the science data cubes (47 Uma) for each
wavelength to obtain 18 long exposure raw images (one per wavelength). One KLIP library per
wavelength is then built using the reference PSF data cubes for beta Uma. Each KLIP library
is decomposed in principal components through the KLIP algorithm. This reduction process is
the same as in ﬁgure 1, except that the polarizations X and Y have already been collapsed and
that we do the same at each wavelenght.
Figure 15 shows the results of the reductions for the 9th wavelength on 18 (central wavelength). We represent on the same dynamic range the long exposure raw science data cube (all
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SPC OS1 distribution
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub. KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/8 modes

KLIP w/88 modes

Figure 15: SPC OS1 time series. Comparison of the raw data and three different reductions for the 9th wavelength. From left to right with same dynamic range: raw image (long exposure), image processed with classical
PSF subtraction, image processed with KLIP 4 modes, image processed with KLIP 8 modes and image processed
with KLIP 88 modes. The two techniques show a relatively good PSF subtraction compared to the raw image. Two
planet candidates are detected on both sides of the central occultation for both the reductions with classical PSF
subtraction and KLIP with 4 modes.

slices collapsed), the classical PSF subtraction reduction and the KLIP reduction with 4, 8 and
88 modes. The two techniques show a relatively good PSF subtraction compared to the raw
image but the identiﬁcation of planet candidates is quite difﬁcult in the light of the shape of
the unocculted PSF. Figure 16 illustrates the shape of the PSF for two different offsets: on the
middle, the offset is through the x-axis only and we can recognize the characteristic shape of
the shaped-pupil coronagraph PSF with one central lobe and two side lobes; on the right, the
offset is through both the x and y axis, and one of the lobes is hidden by the bow-tie focal plane
mask, which is represented on the left of ﬁgure 16.
SPC OS1 distribution
Focal plane mask

Off-axis PSF with
(3.15,0) λ/D offset

Off-axis PSF with
(3.15,1.05) λ/D offset

Figure 16: SPC OS1 time series. [Left] Bow-tie mask: Focal plane mask sampled at the resolution of the ﬁnal
image, [middle] unocculted PSF with an offset 3.15 λ/D with its three visible lobes and [right] unocculted PSF
with offsets of 3.15 λ/D and 1.05 λ/D@ 0.8 µm with only two lobes visible,the third being hidden by the bow-tie
mask.

We also report the KLIP throughput as a function of the number of KLIP modes for a planet
at 3.15λ/D from the star (Figure 17) and the gain in contrast with respect to the long exposure
raw data as function of the separation (Figure 18). These curves take into account the KLIP
throughput. KLIP enables a similar gain in contrast as classical PSF subtraction. Increasing the
number of KLIP modes improves slightly the gain at small separations. The gains compared to
the raw data are quite signiﬁcant, going from a gain of about 10 for a few KLIP modes used at
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Figure 17: SPC time series. KLIP throughput as a function of the number of KLIP modes for a planet at 3.15λ/D
from the star.
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Figure 18: SPC time series. Contrast gain as a function of separation. These curves take into account the throughput of KLIP. KLIP enables a similar or better gain in contrast than classical PSF subtraction for all separations.
Increasing the number of KLIP modes improves the gain.

small separations to a gain of 60 for the reduction with 88 KLIP modes at higher separations.

4

HBLC OS3 TIME SERIES

This section covers our analysis of the simulated broadband HBLC OS3 time series. We assess
the applicability of the KLIP algorithm and compare its performance with the classical PSF subtraction on temporal data simulated with an HLC coronagraph for the observing scenario OS3.
We ﬁrst describe the simulated data that STScI received from JPL in the sub-section 4.1, before
reducing and analyzing them in the section 4.2.
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Figure 19: HBLC OS3 time series. Map of the PSF peak at each location in the ﬁeld.

4.1

DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATIONS

These simulations model the OS3 scenario (like OS1 but with a different telescope & coronagraph structural conﬁguration). Two sets are provided, with and without control of low order
aberrations (Z5-Z11) using the deformable mirror (LOWFC). There are 8 beta UMa images and
17 each for 47 UMa and 61 UMa. For 47 UMa, images are provided with and without planets
added. The image sampling is 0.35 λ/D per pixel. No noise was added on the data.
OS3 @ L2 (Earth excluded) time series - John Krist (JPL) - 18 April 2015
Data without DM LOWFC
OS3.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS3.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS3.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless_no_planets.ﬁts
OS3.0_61_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
Data with DM LOWFC
OS3.0_lowfc_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS3.0_lowfc_47_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
OS3.0_lowfc_47_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless_no_planets.ﬁts
OS3.0_lowfc_61_Uma_HLC_polX_no_earth_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts
Other ﬁles
peak_map.ﬁts = map of the PSF peak at each location in the ﬁeld
unocculted_psf.ﬁts = unocculted image of the star
.
4.2

PRELIMINARY RESULTS USING BETA UMA AS A REFERENCE INSTEAD OF 61 UMA

Before reducing the data with KLIP, we perform exactly the same preparatory processing of
the data as for the intial distribution (cf. section 1.2 and Figure 1), except that we have only
the X polarization. In these preliminary results, we have not used 61 Uma as the reference but
beta Uma instead. The former will be part of the future tasks (cf. in section 7).
In the ﬁgure 20, we represent the raw and post-processed images for the cases without and
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HBLC OS3 distribution
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub.

KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/8 modes

(a) Without LOWFC
Raw data

Classical PSF Sub.

KLIP w/4 modes

KLIP w/8 modes

(b) With LOWFC
Figure 20: HBLC OS3 time series. Comparison of the raw data and three different reductions. Top: (a) noiseless
data without LOWFC. Bottom: (b) noiseless data with LOWFC. From left to right with same dynamic range: Raw
image (long exposure), Image processed with Classical PSF subtraction, image processed with KLIP 4 modes and
image processed with KLIP 8 modes. The two techniques show a relatively good PSF subtraction compared to the
raw images for both the cases wihtout and with LOWFC. The reduction quality is improved by the KLIP reduction
compared to the classical PSF subtraction; the more KLIP modes used, the better the result.
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Figure 21: HBLC OS3 time series. 5-sigma contrast curves as a function of separation without LOWFC. These
curves take into account the KLIP throughput. KLIP enables a better contrast than classical PSF subtraction for
all separations. Increasing the number of KLIP modes improves the contrast. We emphasize that levels of contrast
such as 10−10 might not be achieved in practice by WFIRST-AFTA because of other limiting factors not included in
the simulations presented here.
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Figure 22: HBLC OS3 time series. 5-sigma contrast curves as a function of separation with LOWFC. These curves
take into account the KLIP throughput. The performance is similar for the three reductions with a slightly improvement at small separation for the KLIP reduction. Here again, increasing the number of KLIP modes improves
the contrast but to a lesser extent. We emphasize that levels of contrast such as 10−10 might not be achieved in
practice by WFIRST-AFTA because of other limiting factors not included in the simulations presented here.
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Figure 23: HBLC OS3 time series. KLIP throughput as a function of the number of KLIP modes for a planet at
3.15λ/D from the star. [Left] without LOWFC [right] with LOWFC.
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Figure 24: HBLC OS3 time series. Contrast gains as a function of separation for the case without LOWFC. These
curves take into account the KLIP throughput. The classical PSF subtraction enables a contrast gain of 5 at the
most for small separations. The contrast gain is better than 5 for the two reductions with KLIP. The 8 modes
reduction enables a maximum gain of 30 for a separation of 3.5λ/D.
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Figure 25: HBLC OS3 time series. Contrast gains as a function of separation for the case with LOWFC. These
curves take into account the KLIP throughput. All the reductions enable a minimum contrast gain of 5. The 8mode KLIP reduction enables a gain up to 30 for a separation of 3λ/D, compared to the raw data.
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Figure 26: HBLC OS3 time series. Post-processing performance gain ratio (with LOWFC compared to without
LOWFC). The gains are better with the LOWFC than without for all the reductions. This is the classical PSF subtraction reduction that beneﬁts the more from the presence of LOWFS. The KLIP reductions beneﬁt also from the
presence of the LOWFC but to a lesser extent.

with LOWFC. Without LOWFC, KLIP performs much better than the classical PSF subtraction.
The three planets are very well detected with KLIP w/8 modes, whereas only two are barely
visible with the classical PSF subtraction. Even the case KLIP w/4 modes allows a better detection, if not ideal, than the classical PSF subtraction for the third planet. The LOWFC provides
enough stability to improve the performance of PSF subtraction in all cases. But we clearly
have a better detection with KLIP than with classical PSF subtraction at small separations. The
ultimate performance is currently limited by the small size of the reference PSF library (8 PSFs
for beta Uma).
These observations are conﬁrmed by the 5-sigma contrast curves for the cases without and
with LOWFC, shown in ﬁgures 21 and 22 respectively. To compute the contrast curves we have
used the data set without planets. To convert to contrast, we divided each image in the raw data
cube by the TOTFLUX value speciﬁed in the FITS header. We divided each processed image
by the peak_map.ﬁts ﬁle, representing the map of the PSF peak at each location in the ﬁeld
(cf. Figure 19). These contrast curves do take into account the throughput of KLIP. Contrary to
the observations we made for the OS1 time series, we report a clear improvement with KLIP
even with a small number of modes. We emphasize that the levels of contrast represented in
ﬁgures 21 and 22 might not be achieved in practice by WFIRST-AFTA because of other limiting
factors not included in the simulations presented here.
We represent in ﬁgure 23 the KLIP throughput as a function of the number of modes for a
planet at 3.15λ/D. Because of the small number of KLIP modes, the throughput is quite high,
enabling good contrast levels.
Finally, if we look at the contrast gains as a function of separation for the cases without (Figure 24) and with LOWFC (Figure 25), we can quantify the performance of the reductions. Except for the reduction with the classical PSF subtraction in the case without LOWFC, we report
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a gain above 5. For both the cases without and with LOWFC, the best performing reduction is
KLIP with 8 modes, which enables a contrast gain up to 30 at small separations. KLIP with 4
modes performs better than the classical PSF subtraction without LOWFC and only slightly
better than the classical PSF subtraction in presence of LOWFC.
If we compute the ratio of contrast gains with and without LOWFC as function of separation (Figure 26), we can determine the impact of the LOWFC system on the post-processing
performance. The gains are more important in the presence of LOWFC, for all reduction techniques taken together. The technique that beneﬁts most from the LOWFC is the classical PSF
subtraction. The LOWFC enables a gain multiplication by a factor of 3 for this technique at
3λ/D. Some gain multiplications by factors of 2.8 and 1.8 are observed respectively for KLIP
with 4 modes and KLIP with 8 modes at 3λ/D.
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II

SPECTRAL DIVERSITY

This part focuses on our effort to exploit the spectral diversity offered by multi-spectral images to detect exoplanets. We assess the applicability of the spectral deconvolution technique
to simulated multi-spectral images generated at STScI, with one deformable mirror and a coronagraph.

5

WFIRST-AFTA-LIKE SIMULATED DATA AND SPECTRAL DECONVOLUTION

5.1

CLASSICAL SPECTRAL DECONVOLUTION

Introduced by Sparks and Ford [21] the Spectral Deconvolution method, as we will refer to
in the following as the ”Classical Spectral Deconvolution” (CSD), takes advantage of the chromatic behavior of the coronagraphic PSF to disentangle the signal of a planet from the speckles. A classical result is that both the position and the size of the speckles is proportional to the
wavelength λ. With a λ-factor rescaling, it is possible to make the speckles static as a function
of wavelength. Figure 27 illustrates this by showing both the spatial and spectral evolutions of
the speckle ﬁeld (without deformable mirror) before and after rescaling by a factor of λ. The
intensity of one spaxel, which describes all the pixels of the data cube situated at the same spatial position, is then spectrally modulated in the non-rescaled data-cube, whereas it evolves as
∑
an
a function of a low-order polynomial such as Pn (λ) = +∞
n=0 λn in the rescaled data-cube. Figure 28 shows the spectral evolutions of a pixel intensity as a function of wavelength before and
after rescaling. Thus, we can subtract the speckles from the data-cube by ﬁtting each spaxel by
a low-order polynomial Pn (λ), typically with k = 4 [21]. The data to be processed must fulﬁll
three conditions if we want the CSD method to be successful:
• The speckle pattern spatially must scale as a function of λ.
• The spectral evolution of a spaxel intensity can be modeled, after rescaling, by a low∑+∞ an
order polynomial such as Pn (λ) =
n=0 λn leading to a relatively good subtraction of
the speckles.
• The planet intensity evolution can be modeled, after rescaling, by a high-order polynomial in 1/λn with n positive, provided that the spectral bandwidth is sufﬁciently large.
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Figure 27: Spatial and spectral evolutions of pixel intensity with the wavelength [top] before and [bottom] after
rescaling by a factor of λ, without DM. Only the right part of the data-cube is represented here. The horizontal
axis represents the separation and the vertical axis represents the wavelength.
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Figure 28: Spectral evolution of pixel intensity with the wavelength (a) before and (b) after rescaling by a factor
of λ, without DM.

The ”bifurcation radius” [22] represents the limit separation under which the last condition
is not fulﬁlled. It can be written as:
BR = 2.44 ×

λmin λ0
,
D ∆λ

(2)

min
where 2.44× λD
is the object extent at the minimum wavelength and ∆λ
the spectral bandpass.
λ0

The bifurcation radius is inversely proportional to the bandpass. The larger the bandpass, the
smaller the bifurcation radius.
Consequently, the success of the method resides in a good compromise between the best
subtraction of the speckles and the least loss of the planet signal. The choice of the polynomial
order is crucial, as well as regularization-like strategies such as iterative techniques [22, 26] or
companion masking [27].
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5.2

SIMULATION TESTS

We simulated several cubes of ”WFIRST-AFTA-like” images of dimensions 128 x 128 x 21, where
128 is a number of pixels and 21 is the number of different wavelengths. Unless otherwise
speciﬁed, we assume that the bandpass is ∆λ/λ0 = 20%. The aperture is circular and without
any obscuration or spiders. We consider 7 nm of amplitude and phase errors. We emphasize
that this amount of aberrations is quite law and whereas this is sufﬁcient for our study, this
leads to unrealistic levels of contrast that might not be achieved in practice by WFIRST-AFTA.
A perfect simulated coronagraph provides the starlight suppression. By ”perfect”, we mean
that the correction is total and fully achromatic for a plane wave. There is no source of noise
in these preliminary images, other than residual speckles. Figure 29 shows some examples of
simulated images. In the following, we will use different data-cubes without any planet:
• A ﬁrst set of data-cubes does not contain any correction by a deformable mirror (DM)
(Sub-ﬁgure 29(a));
• A second set of data-cubes simulates a 32x32 DM that performs a phase correction in
the pupil plane at λ0 = λmin + δλ/2, leading to a dark zone over 3-10 lambda/D (Subﬁgure 29(b)). We use a mask to select only the dark zone (Sub-ﬁgure 29(c)). Sub-ﬁgure 29(d)
shows the dark zone of the image simulated with one DM;
• A third set of data-cubes simulate some planets situated in the dark zone for different
bandwidths, without any speckles. The planets are simulated using a non-coronagraphic
point-spread function (PSF). We assumed a white spectrum for this study.
In the following, we perform two sets of tests. The ﬁrst set focuses on the simulated data
cube without DM in order to illustrate how CSD works. The second set of tests focuses on
simulated data cubes with one DM to understand how CSD performs in the particular case of
WFIRST-AFTA-like images. For each set of tests, we consider three different data cubes:
• One cube with only speckles
• One cube with only the planet
• One cube with both speckles and planets (the sum of of the two previous cubes)
We also deﬁne the ﬁnal gain as the gain on the speckle subtraction divided by the loss of
planet ﬂux.
Tests without DM. We consider here two different bandpasses: 36% and 20%. The contrast
between the simulated planet and the star is 5.10−6 . The planet separation is about 10λ0 /D. For
each of the cubes simulated without DM, we perform a PSF subtraction by ﬁtting each spaxel
with a 4th-order polynomial:
P4 (λ) = a0 + a1

1
1
1
1
+ a2 2 + a3 3 + a4 4
λ
λ
λ
λ
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Figure 29: Examples of simulated images

We then collapse the data cube in a single broadband image. We represent the collapsed data
cubes with both speckles and the planet in Figure 30. The sub-ﬁgure 30(a) is the result for a
36% bandpasses: the planet is detected. The sub-ﬁgure 30(b) is the result for a 20% bandpass:
there is no clue of the planet in this image because we are under the detection limit. If we commin
pute the value of the bifurcation radius (cf. Eq. 2) for 36% and 20% bandpass, we obtain 6.7 λD
min
min
and 12.2 λD
respectively. This means that a planet at 10 λD
is theoretically detected in the 36%

bandpass data cube, but it is not in the 20% one.
We can understand these results by analyzing the contrast curves of the data cube with
the speckles only and the ﬂux of the data cube with the planet only (cf. Figure 31.) We compute the contrast curves which are deﬁned by the 5σ level of residual speckles normalized to
the non-coronagraphic central star. These curves are computed before and after CSD. To compute these curves, we use the post-processed data cube with the speckles. We also represent
the ﬂux of the planet before and after CSD, using the post-processed data cube with the planet.
The 5σ level of residual speckles is about 3.10−5 (dotted lines) and ≃ 5.6.10−8 (black solid line),
before and after CSD, respectively. Thus, the gain from the speckle subtraction is of the order
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(a) 36% bandpass, without DM

(b) 20% bandpass, without DM

Figure 30: Single broadband image after CSD. These images are computed by collapsing the cubes of monochromatic images after CSD and after rescaling for (a) 36% and (b) 20% bandpasses. The arrow indicates the position
of the planet.

of 500. AT the same time, the planet ﬂux is divided by about 100 and 20 for 20% and 36% bandpasses respectively. This means that a part of the planet ﬂux is also subtracted. Even if the gain
on the speckle subtraction is higher than the loss on the planet ﬂux, it may not be sufﬁcient to
detect the planet. For example, in the 20% bandpass case, the residual contrast between the
planet and the star residuals before CSD is > 10. And the ﬁnal gain is about 6 only. We are
then under the detection limit here, which is consistent with the deﬁnition of the bifurcation
radius (cf. Eq. 2). This is not the case for the 36% bandpass data cubes. The ﬁnal gain is around
30, which is higher than the residual contrast between the planet and the star residuals before
CSD. The planet is detected.
Tests with DM. We saw in the previous paragraph that the planet at a separation of about
10λ0 /D is not detected after post-processing with CSD for a 20% bandpass. We will not try
to detect a similar planet in data cubes simulated with DM with this bandpass. We instead
min
assume that we have a 36% bandpass. The value of the bifurcation radius is then 6.7 λD
. The

planet separation is still about 10λ0 /D. The contrast between the simulated planet and the
star is now set to 1.10−9 . We still perform a PSF subtraction by ﬁtting each spaxel with the 4thorder polynomial of equation 6. The collapsed data cubes with both speckles and the planet
are represented in the sub-ﬁgure 32(b).
As before, we compute the contrast curves before and after CSD (cf. Figure 33). The 5σ level
of residual speckles is still about 3.10−5 for the simulated images without DM (dotted lines).
In the data cubes simulated with a DM, the contrast curves vary from about 8.10−10 to 5.10−9
depending on the wavelength (dashed lines). After CSD, the level of contrast drops to about
1.10−10 (black solid line). The gain of contrast is less than 10. At the same time, the planet ﬂux
drops from about 1.10−9 (asterisks) to 5.10−11 (black diamond). The loss of ﬂux is about 20.
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Hence, the planet is more subtracted than the speckles. The ﬁnal gain is under 1. The planet is
not detected. Actually, in this case, the post-processing with CSD makes things worse because
with a contrast of 1.10−9 , it is possible to distinguish the planet without any post-processing on
a single monochromatic image at the central wavelength (cf. Sub-ﬁgure 32(a)).
5.3

CHROMATIC BEHAVIOR OF SPECKLES IN HIGH-CONTRAST IMAGES

If CSD fails to enhance the ﬁnal gain, it is clearly because of the chromatic behavior of the
speckles. Indeed, this behaviour is not the same in the images simulated with a DM as in the
images simulated without DM. Figure 42 shows both the spatial and spectral evolutions of the
speckle ﬁeld with DM and without planet before and after rescaling. We can recognize the dark
hole on the sub-ﬁgure 34(a). In the sub-ﬁgure 34(b), we use the mask deﬁned in the ﬁgure 29(c)
to hide the zones not corrected by the DM in order to properly see with a good dynamic range
the speckle evolution in the dark zone. Whereas the speckles that are not in the dark zone are
properly rescaled, this is not the case for the speckles in the dark zone that continue to move
spatially with the wavelength. The consequence of this is that the spectral evolution of a pixel
cannot be modeled anymore, after rescaling, by a low-order polynomial in 1/λn with n positive.
The evolution is far more complex than before. Figure 35 shows the spectral evolutions of a
pixel intensity as a function of wavelength before and after rescaling.
The chromatic behavior of the speckles in the rescaled data cube could easily be explained
with an analytical expression of the speckle ﬁeld evolution with the wavelength. We do not
have currently such a complete expression, but Pueyo et al. [28] showed that the energy of a
complex ﬁeld in the pupil after correction by a DM is proportional to:
I (λ) ∝

+∞
∑
k=−∞

k
k λ0
i k
λ

2

(4)

It is interesting to notice that terms in λn with n positive appear. These terms result from phaseinduced amplitude errors generated by propagation effects. It is exactly what we see in the
sub-ﬁgure 35(b). It is clear that the evolution of a pixel intensity with the wavelength can be
modeled by a polynomial with terms of the form λn with n positive, and not only with terms of
the form 1/λn with n positive.
By changing a little bit the model of polynomials used for the ﬁt,
]
+∞ [
∑
1
n
Pn (λ) =
a n λ + bi n ,
λ
n

(5)

it is possible to better subtract the speckles. We choose for example n = 10. The subtracted
polynomials are of the following form:
P10 (λ) = a0 + a1 λ + a2 λ2 + a3 λ3 + a4 λ4 + a5 λ5 + a6 λ6 + a7 λ7 + a8 λ8 + a9 λ9 + a10 λ10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
+ b0 + b1 + b2 2 + b3 3 + b4 4 + b5 5 + b6 6 + b7 7 + b8 8 + b9 9 + b10 10
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
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Figure 36 shows the contrast curves of the speckle residuals without DM, with DM and after
SD. The sub-ﬁgure 36(a) shows the results for this adapted SD (ASD), i.e. with polynomials of
positive and negative degrees with n = 10. The sub-ﬁgure 36(b) shows the results for the classic
SD (CSD), i.e. with polynomials of negative degrees only with n = 10 (i.e., with all the coefﬁcients
an equal to zero). The CSD yields with a gain of about 5, reaching a contrast of about 2.10−10 .
The speckle subtraction is much better with the ASD, reaching a contrast of about 5.10−13 , of
the order of the numeric noise level.
5.4

CONCLUSIONS

Even though the CSD method has been successful for post-processing of multi-spectral images, a preliminary study performed on WFIRST-AFTA-like simulated images has showed that
it is not possible to use CSD anymore in the context of this space-based mission. Indeed, two
conditions for success listed in the sub-section 5.1 are not fulﬁlled:
• Because of the presence of a DM in the simulated images, the spectral evolution of a pixel
cannot be modeled after geometrical rescaling by a low-order polynomial in 1/λn with n
positive (cf. Figure 43);
• Fitting the speckles down to the numerical noise is possible using a higher-polynomial
with both terms in λn and in 1/λn . However in this case the limited bandpass of 20% combined with the high-order polynomial leads to a very low planet throughput and the CSD
is not usable.
This is exactly the problem that was initially encountered with ground-based high-contrast
imaging, albeit now much more severe in the context of AFTA. Indeed, the ﬁrst post-processing
algorithms were able to detect planets but were plagued by low planet throughput and biases that made spectral extraction unreliable if not impossible. Successive attempts included
least-square methods and masking (e.g. LOCI, SOSIE), introducing a matrix regularization term
reﬂecting the planet throughput (e.g. Damped-LOCI), and principal component analysis (e.g.
KLIP, S4). In this case also for AFTA, regularization strategies have to be considered. Because
of the severity of the problem at hand, methods only based on empirical considerations are unlikely to success and we are thus planning to explore combinations of speckle modeling using
priors on the wavefront error and empirical regularization.
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coronagraph − Without DM − Planet at 9 λ0/D − Contrast 5.E−06 − 36% bandpass − 4th−order polynomial fit
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(a) 36% bandpass
"Perfect"
coronagraph − Without DM − Planet at 9 λ0/D − Contrast 5.E−06 − 20% bandpass − 4th−order polynomial fit
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(b) 20% bandpass
Figure 31: 5σ levels of residual speckles normalized to the non-coronagraphic central star for (a) the 36% bandpass and (b) the 20% bandpass. The dotted lines represent the contrast curves before CSD of the data cube of
speckles for the minimum (blue), central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. The black solid line represents
the contrast curves after CSD of the single broadband image. Asterisk-shaped points represent the ﬂux of the
planet before CSD for the minimum (blue), central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. The diamond-shaped
point represents the ﬂux of the planet after CSD of the single broadband image with the planet only.
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(a) Single monochromatic image before (b) Single broadband image after CSD,
CSD, with DM

with DM

Figure 32: Single images before and after CSD. (a) The single monochromatic image is taken at the central wavelength λ0 . (b) The single broadband image is computed by collapsing the cube of monochromatic images after CSD
and after rescaling.
"Perfect" coronagraph − With DM − Planet at 9 λ0/D − Contrast 1.E−09 − 36% bandpass − 4th−order polynomial fit
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Figure 33: 5σ levels of residual speckles normalized to the non-coronagraphic central star for 36% bandpass. The
dotted lines represent the contrast curves of the data cube of speckles without DM for the minimum (blue), central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. The dashed lines represent the contrast curves of the data cube of
speckles with one DM for the minimum (blue), central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. The black solid
line represents the contrast curve after CSD of the single broadband image. Asterisk-shaped data represent the
ﬂux of the planet before CSD for the minimum (blue), central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. Diamondshaped data represent the ﬂux of the planet after CSD of the single broadband image with the planet only. We
emphasize that levels of contrast such as 10−10 might not be achieved in practice by WFIRST-AFTA because of
other limiting factors not included in the simulations presented here.
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(a) Out of the dark zone

(b) In the dark zone

Figure 34: Spatial and spectral evolutions of pixel intensity with the wavelength [top] before and [bottom] after
rescaling - with DM. (a) Without mask, (b) with a mask to see what’s happening in the dark zone.
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(b) After rescaling

Figure 35: Spectral evolution of a speckle pixel intensity with the wavelength (a) before and (b) after rescaling
with DM.
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"Perfect" coronagraph − With DM − 20% bandpass
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(a) Adapted Spectral Deconvolution (ASD) with a 10th-order polynomial ﬁt with DM
"Perfect" coronagraph − With DM − 20% bandpass
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(b) Classical Spectral Deconvolution (CSD) with a 10th-order polynomial ﬁt with DM
Figure 36: 5σ levels of residual speckles normalized to the non-coronagraphic central star for the 36% bandpass.
The dotted lines represent the contrast curves of the data cube of speckles without DM for the minimum (blue),
central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. The dashed lines represent the contrast curves of the data cube
of speckles with one DM for the minimum (blue), central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. The solid lines
represents the contrast curve after (a) ASD or (b) CSD of the single broadband image for the minimum (blue), central (green) and maximum (red) wavelengths. We emphasize that levels of contrast such as 10−10 and lower might
not be achieved in practice by WFIRST-AFTA because of other limiting factors not included in the simulations
presented here.
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III
6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE TASKS
CONCLUSION

Coronagraphic imaging at 10−9 of contrast is a challenge. A factor of 10 is expected to come
from post-processing and some techniques have been very successful at lower levels of contrast. Applying these techniques directly on AFTA-like simulated images is not straightforward
and this reasserts the importance of studying them a early in the mission planning. This work
is a necessary long-term effort to leverage the astronomical return as soon as the mission of
the AFTA coronagraph begins. For the ﬁrst time we apply some methods of PSF subtraction
to WFIRST-AFTA like simulated coronagraphic images. We quantify the relative contrast gain
provided by post-processing under various assumptions for spacecraft+telescope+instrument
thermal models and observing scenarios. It is by no means a reﬂection upon the validity of
these models in terms of absolute contrast. Two different types of diversity are exploited to
process the images: the RDI and the SDI.
We compare two different methods using RDI: the classical PSF subtraction and KLIP, the
latter having been very successful in the past in the context of high contrast imaging. Depending on the test case, we made different observations. In the case of OS1 time series data, the
classical PSF subtraction performs as well as KLIP with a small number of modes. This observation is surprising with respect to the results that have already been obtained with KLIP for real
data. After more in-depth studies, we conclude that this is probably due to the statistics of the
data. For the coma distribution, we observed that KLIP is less sensitive to bigger amounts of
coma than the classical PSF subtraction. In the case of HBLC OS3 time series data, even with a
small number of KLIP modes, KLIP performs better than the classical PSF subtraction. For this
data set, the number of images provided is not sufﬁcient to make good statistics, but we know
that the thermal model is different. An interesting result here is that the KLIP behavior seems
to depend strongly on the thermal model used to simulate the data. The OS3 time series data
are more recent and theoretically more accurate. We report gains in contrast from 20 to 140
with 88 KLIP modes for noiseless data simulated with a SPC coronagraph and contrast gains
from 5 to 30 with 8 KLIP modes for noiseless data simulated with a HLC coronagraph and with
the LOWFC, even at separations under 5λ/D.
Classical spectral deconvolution has been speciﬁcally conceived to process multi-spectral
images as it uses spectral diversity. But we ﬁnd it is ﬁnally useless in this form for WFIRST-AFTA
for one reason: it is not possible to disentangle a planet signal from the speckles if the model
of the speckles that we have also ﬁts the planet. This is the case for classical spectra deconvolution, which does not model the presence of the planet. For this reason, some of the most
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promising methods for WFIRST-AFTA today are the PCA-based techniques using RDI such as
KLIP. This is why we will study the performance of KLIP with priority, in particular for spectrum extraction. If it is not sufﬁcient to reach the required gain of 10, we may want to exploit
spectral diversity offered by the IFS as well. But in this case, we would need different kinds of
methods with a good model of the speckle evolution with the wavelength and a model of the
planet.

7

PERSPECTIVES

This work has already opened up numerous perspectives. Among them, the future tasks include:
• Developing quantitative metrics for detection;
• Apply forward modeling to estimate photometry and astrometry;
• Conclude the correlation study once we have sufﬁcient data for the OS3 HBLC time series;
• Using 61 Uma as a reference star instead of 47 Uma, to estimate the sensitivity to different star spectra;
• Extracting spectra from the OS1 SPC time series;
• Studying the performances of KLIP in exploiting the spectral diversity offered by the IFS;
• Exploring the possible performance improvement from exploiting the Angular Differential Imaging (ADI).
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ACRONYM LIST

AFTA - Astrophysics Focused Telescope Assets
ALICE - Archival Legacy Investigations of Circumstellar Environments
AO - Adaptive Optics
APRC - APodized Roddier Coronagraph
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CSD - Classical Spectral Deconvolution
DM - Deformable Mirror
E-ELT - European-Extremely Large Telescope
EFC - Electric Field Conjugation
GPI - Gemini Planet Imager
HLC - Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph
HBLC - Hybrid BandLimited Coronagraph
HST- Hubble Space Telescope
IFS - Integral Field Spectrograph
IWA - Inner Working Angle
JPL - Jet Propulsion Laboratory
KLIP - Karhunen-Loève Image Projection Algorithm
LOCI - Locally Optimized Combination of Images
LOWFC - Low-Order Wavefront Control
LOWFSC - Low-Order Wavefront Sensing and Control
NaCo - Nasmyth Adaptive Optics System (NAOS) Near-Infrared Imager and Spectrograph (CONICA)
NICMOS - Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer
OS - Observing Sequence
OWA - Outer Working Angle
PCA - Principal Component Analysis
PSF - Point Spread Function
RDI - Reference Star Differential Imaging
SD - Spectral Deconvolution
SINFONI - Spectrograph for INtegral Field Observations in the Near Infrared
SPC - Shaped Pupil Coronagraph
SPHERE - Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet REsearch
STScI - Space Telescope Science Institute
VLT - Very Large Telescope
WFC3 - Wide Field Camera 3
WFIRST - Wide Field InfraRed Survey Telescope
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APPENDIX
WHAT HAPPENS IF WE RUN A KLIP ANALYSIS USING ALL INDIVIDUAL SCIENCE IMAGES RATHER THAN THEIR SUM?

To answer this question, we perform several KLIP reductions illustrated by ﬁgures 39 and 40:
• In the reduction #1, KLIP is directly applied on the collapsed science images for the polarization X
• In the reduction #2, KLIP is directly applied on the collapsed science images for the polarization Y
• In the reduction #3: KLIP is applied ﬁrst on individual science images for the polarization
X. The images are then collapsed.
• In the reduction #4: KLIP is applied ﬁrst on individual science images for the polarization
Y. The images are then collapsed.
A similar set of reduction is done for noisy images, yielding the reductions #1n, #2n, #3n and
#4n.
Reduction #1: KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images - Polarization X
Load cubeData1 = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef1 = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
tmp1 = Collapse(cubeData1)
Result1 = KLIP(tmp1,cubeRef1)
.
Reduction #2: KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images - Polarization Y
Load cubeData2 = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef2 =”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
tmp2 = Collapse cubeData2
Result2 = KLIP(tmp2,cubeRef2)
.
Reduction #3: KLIP applied on individual science images, then collapsed - Polarization X
Load cubeData1= ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef1 = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
tmp3_i = KLIP(cubeData1a_i,cubeRef1) with i the i-th image of the data cube
Result3 = Collapse(tmp3)
.
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Reduction #4: KLIP applied on individual science images, then collapsed - Polarization Y
Load cubeData2=”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef2 = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
tmp4_i = KLIP(cubeData2_i,cubeRef2) with i the i-th image of the data cube
Result4 = Collapse(tmp4)
.
Reduction #1n: KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images - Polarization X - With
noise
Load cubeData1n = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef1n = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts”
tmp1n = Collapse(cubeData1n)
Result1n = KLIP(tmp1n,cubeRef1n)
.
Reduction #2n: KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images - Polarization Y - With
noise
Load cubeData2n = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef2n =”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts”
tmp2n = Collapse cubeData2n
Result2n = KLIP(tmp2n,cubeRef2n)
.
Reduction #3n: KLIP applied on individual science images, then collapsed - Polarization
X - With noise
Load cubeData1n= ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef1n = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts”
tmp3n_i = KLIP(cubeData1n_i,cubeRef1n) with i the i-th image of the data cube
Result3n = Collapse(tmp3n)
.
Reduction #4n: KLIP applied on individual science images, then collapsed - Polarization
Y - With noise
Load cubeData2n=”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef2n = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts”
tmp4n_i = KLIP(cubeData2n_i,cubeRef2n) with i the i-th image of the data cube
Result4n = Collapse(tmp4n)
.
There is no difference between Reduction #1 and Reduction #3, between Reduction #2 and
Reduction #4 (cf. simulation results in Fig. 37 and 38 ). We can make exactly the same observation for the noisy data. It is easy to demonstrate analytically that it is a linear process:
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(a) KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images - Reduction #1 and Reduction #2

(b) KLIP applied on individual science images, then collapsed - Reduction #3 and Reduction #4

(c) Difference between the two results
Figure 37: KLIP analysis using either the sum of individual science images or all individual science images without
noise. Illustration with 4 KLIP modes. [Left] X polarization, [center] Y polarization, [right] X+Y polarization
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(a) KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images - Reduction #1N and Reduction #2N

(b) KLIP applied on individual science images, then collapsed - Reduction #3N and Reduction
#4N

(c) Difference between the two results
Figure 38: KLIP analysis using either the sum of individual science images or all individual science images with
noise. Illustration with 4 KLIP modes. [Left] X polarization, [center] Y polarization, [right] X+Y polarization

This shows that the analysis using all individual science images is exactly the same thing as analyzing directly their sum. The second option being faster that the ﬁrst one, we have used it in
all the analysis of this report.
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Figure 39: Illustration of Reductions #1 and #2
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Figure 40: Illustration of Reductions #3 and #4
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WHAT IF ONLY ONE POLARIZATION IS OPTIMIZED INSTEAD OF THE
2 JOINTLY? DOES THAT PROVIDE BETTER POST-PROCESSING PERFORMANCE IN THE END?

To answer to this question, we perform several KLIP reductions illustrated by ﬁgure 41 for both
noiseless and noisy images:
• In the reduction #5, KLIP is directly applied on the collapsed science images for the polarization X+Y
• The reduction #5 can be compared directly to the sum of reductions #1 and #2 for polarization X and Y respectively that we performed previously.
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Reduction #5: KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images X+Y polarizations
Load cubeData1 = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
Load cubeData2 = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef1 = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef2 = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence_noiseless.ﬁts”
ScienceCubeXYnoiseless = cubeData1 + cubeData2 ReferenceCubeXYnoiseless = cubeRef1 + cubeRef2 tmp5 = Collapse(ScienceCubeXYnoiseless)
Result5 = KLIP(tmp5,ReferenceCubeXYnoiseless)
.
Reduction #5n: KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images X+Y polarizations With noise
Load cubeData1n = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts”
Load cubeData2n = ”OS1.0_47_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef1n = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polX_sequence.ﬁts”
Load cubeRef2n = ”OS1.0_beta_Uma_HLC_polY_sequence.ﬁts”
ScienceCubeXY= cubeData1 + cubeData2 ReferenceCubeXY = cubeRef1 + cubeRef2
tmp5n = Collapse(ScienceCubeXY)
Result5n = KLIP(tmp5,ReferenceCubeXY)
.
We observe a tiny difference which is probably explained by the fact that we use both CubeRefX and CubeRefY to process CubeDataX+CubeDataY (a), instead of using only CubeRefX
to process CubeDataX and CubeRefY to process CubeDataY (b). But the performance is the
same (cf. contrast curves in Fig. 43). We conclude that there is not signiﬁcative difference in
term of post-processing performance.

12

COMPARISON BETWEEN INITIAL AND COMA DISTRIBUTIONS

In this appendix, we compare the initial and coma distributions. The initial distribution refers
to the ﬁrst OS1 time series that we received in October 2014. The coma distribution refers to
the OS1 time series with different amounts of coma received in February 2015. The ﬁgure 44
shows the results of the reductions for the initial and coma distributions.
By reducing both initial and coma distributions, we have noticed a difference in the results.
We have also identiﬁed 4 planet candidates on the new distribution but one candidate (candidate #4b) is different between the two distributions (cf. Figure 7). This new planet is visible
both on the classical PSF reduction and KLIP reduction with 4 modes.
After clariﬁcation with John Krist, the new distribution consists in new ﬁles for the X polarization channel optimized for X only and thus have better raw contrast (about 5x better).
We can see it clearly if we compare the two long exposure raw images of the initial and coma
distribution on the top left and bottom left of the ﬁgure respectively. On the contrary, the old
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Figure 41: Illustration of Reduction #5

OS1 data includes both X and Y polarization channels for the X+Y optimized dark hole.
To conclude on this comparison, it is better to optimize the dark hole on X rather than X+Y
for the X polarization channel. The reason is that the post-processing seems to work better
for the two methods for the coma distribution. The candidate #4 which has been previously
identiﬁed as a candidate is not visible anymore on these reduced data whereas another planet
candidate (candidate #4b) appears clearly for the smallest amount of coma. And this candidate,
as well are the candidates #1 and #2, turned out the be real synthetic planets injected by John
Krist.

13

COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT KLIP SEARCH ZONES

We reduced the OS1 times series simulated with an HLC coronagraph with different amounts
of coma a second time with 7 search zones for KLIP instead of one (cf. Figure 45). This time, we
represent the reduction with only 11 modes instead of 88. We noticed a small improvement
for the residual level but nothing critical with respect to the detection.
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(a) KLIP directly applied on collapsed science images X+Y polarizations - Reduction #5 and Reduction #5N

(b) KLIP applied on individual polarized science images X and Y, then collapsed Reduction #1 + Reduction #2 and Reduction #1N + Reduction #2N

(c) Difference between the two results
Figure 42: KLIP analysis using either the sum polarized science images or individual polarized science images
without and with noise. Illustration with 4 KLIP modes. [Left] With noise, [right] without noise
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